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Abstract— Summarization is a process of including important stuff only from the original document. Summarization can be used understand overall highlight from huge amount of data. It can be either Generic Summarization or Query Based Summarization. Generic Summarization selects important sentences from source document and puts them inside a summary and in Query Based summarization sentences are extracted base on user query. Summarization can be single document summarization or multiple document summarizations. In this paper, new multi document summarization technique has been proposed called as Extractive Summarizer using GMDS. Here, input document is parsed to extract all the sentences, classes are attached to each sentence, sentences are given rank according to their classes and top ranged sentences are included into a summary. Finally, proposed system will be compared with existing multi document summarization techniques such as RANDOM, LEAD, MEAD technique to show how it is efficient than existing ones.

Index Terms— Summarization, MEAD, Extractive Multi Document Summarization, Query Based Summarizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

When we search “techniques of summarization” on Google we get results around 2460000 in 0.40 seconds till 2 January 2014. this retrieval is very vast so we need second level of abstraction to reduce this volume of data we required: i.e. summarization. Now a day’s Summary is an important part of our day today life. We don’t have so much time read whole document or data. Summarization is a process of including only important stuff. From the childhood in school we have question like write a summary from above paragraph. That time we don’t know exact meaning of summary. From the base of that technique (knowledge) we implement different type of summarization. Summarization is used to reduce large amount of data. Summarization is a method to retrieve information from source document in form of abstraction.

With help of summarization we visualize large amount of data in short duration. Now a day’s internet is very popular for searching data we will receive lot of information from internet but with all these information available, we don’t have time to read everything

For example if we want search some content on internet it will give us lots of information with help of summarization we can easily find out meaning of things. Summarizations are useful in many applications. Best example of summarization is news bulletin with help this we easily understand the overall scenario of the day. Also in our reference book, text book at the end of lesson summary is there with help this we easily understand overview of lesson.

Document summarizations [3] having two different dimensions either abstract based or extract based. Extract based summarization depend on sentence extracted from document and abstract summarization may use word and phrase that not appear in original document. In extractive summarization we choose significant paragraph, sentence from source document concatenating them into abstractive form. This is based on linguistic feature and statistical of sentence. Where an abstractive summarization understands original texts and telling it in own word or with new idea.

Text summarization techniques also divided on the basic of volume of document in database, if summarization performed on single document then it’s called as single document summarization. If summarization performed on a set of multiple documents then it’s called as multiple documents. Single summarizations are useful for cell phone. Where the multidocument summarization useful when the data is vast. This paper focus on extractive multi summarization

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II consists of Literature Survey and Discussed Present Techniques of Summarization. Section III consists of Proposed System as Extractive Summarization using EMDS. In section IV comparative study between existing systems and proposed system is discussed. Section V consists of Result Evaluation. Section VI contains Conclusion and Future Scope and finally References.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Single & multi document summarization technique:

Single document summarization called when summarization are performed on single document where multiple summarization called when summarization are performed on set.

B. Present technique of multi summarization:

There are number of multi summarization technique [1] available some are graph based where other are without graph based technique. Following are some generic multi summarization technique.
i. RANDOM based method:

Random based technique [8] is easiest technique in this we select randomly any line from document depending upon the compression rate means summary size. In this random technique randomly we assign value 0 or 1. we provides threshold value for length of sentence is provided. Score of 0 to 1 is given to all sentence that not meet length cutoff. Finally we decided required sentence according highest score for desired summary

ii. Lead based Method:

In this technique [2] we select first or last sentence of paragraph based on comparison rate (CR), this technique is very good for news article as they have main subject which is set in first line of article. So it can be feasible that n% sentence is chosen from beginning of the test e.g. if we select fist sentence of each document, then second sentence of each document till required summary is constructed. This method is called lead based method. In this we assign score 1/n to each sentence, where n assign as sentence number in related document that means the first sentence in related document have same scores etc. also provide a threshold value for sentence length.

iii. Mead based Method:

This technique [2] is centroid-based extractive summarization. In this we score sentence which is depends on sentence-level and inter-sentence features they indicate quality of sentence as summary. Afterword chosen top-ranked sentences are included in output summarization. Mead based technique is score sentence depending on certain sentences feature 1. centroid 2. position 3. length. this technique use following formula to calculate score of sentence

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Score}(S_i) = \begin{cases} 
(Wc \times Ci + Wp \times Pi) & \text{If Length}(S_i) > \text{Threshold} \\
0 & \text{If Length}(S_i) < \text{Threshold}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}$$

Here,
- $Wc =$ The weight for the Centroid feature.
- $Wp =$ The weight for the Position feature.
- $Ci =$ The calculated Centroid value for $i$th sentence.
- $Pi =$ The calculated Position value for $i$th sentence.
- $S_i =$ The $i^{th}$ sentence of the document.
- $i =$ Sentence number within the cluster in $i<n$.

III. EXTRACTIVE SUMMARIZER USING EMDS

EMDS i.e. Extractive Multi document Summarization is Graph based approach for Extractive multi document summarization technique.

The algorithm consists of steps that are mentioned in Figure 1. Input to model set of multiple relevant documents or single document. After taking multiple documents, all documents are assembled together. Then assembled document is passed to summarization model. In next step, sentences are extracted from input document. After parsing each sentence, stop words are removed and stemming is applied to convert each word to their root form. Then we assign class to each sentence. We create undirected graph for each document with sentence denoted as node, similarities denoted as edge. Then sentence are ranked with respect to their score. Topmost ranking sentence are chosen to form the summary for each document. For filter out redundant information we use semantic checking. With help above procedure we form the final Extractive summary.

![Diagram of Extractive Multidocument Summarization](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**FIG 1. EXTRACTIVE MULTIDOCUMENT SUMMARIZATION**

1. Document Assembler:

   In this module, all sentences from each document are extracted and assembled into one document. Assembled document is passed to sentence extraction module as a input.
2. Sentence extraction:

In sentence extraction module, input document is parsed to extract each sentence. After reading each sentence result is passed to next module as an input.

3. Stemming and stop word remover:

Stemming is used for reducing inflected word or derived word from their base term or root. Most time document there different forms of word are present like plural vs. single, past vs. present, noun, phrase these entire world have same meaning unnecessary treat differently. Following are examples of stemmer for English. The word fishing, fisher, fished stemming algorithm reduces unnecessary meaning “fish”.

Stop word which can thrown out from sentence prior, its not control or automated by human input. There is no standard list available which used by all tools. There are number word in document that do not contain information but its important for syntactical formation such as “the” “is” “do” etc. since these word are not useful or less important they create noise in document. Stop word removal with help predefined human. Example of stop word are as follows back, all, the, were, done, do, down, does, about, after.

Before assigning class to a sentence, first removing stemming means word are converted back to their original root and removed the different stop word.

4. Assigning Class:

After removing stop word and process of stemming, classes are assigned to each sentence. Absolute class, Summed class and sentence length is calculated in this module. With help these three parameters ranks are assigned to each sentence.

5. Undirected Graph:

In this module, undirected graph G = (V*E) is constructed in which each sentence in a document is a node and edge of graph denoted as similarity between sentence (nodes).

6. Sentence Rank:

In this module, rank is assigned to each sentence according to classes, sentence similarity and sentence length. The sentence which has highest absolute class will be given highest rank, then sentence length is given priority to give next rank and finally most similar sentence is given next highest rank.

7. Summary Generation:

In this module final extractive summary will be generated through selecting sentences which has highest rank. Also sentences are ranked according to summed class for appropriate order. Simply sentence with high rank will be selected to include in final summary.

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY:

Here, comparison between existing systems and proposed system is presented. Following are some of the existing summarization techniques.

1. RANDOM
2. LEAD
3. MEAD

RANDOM based in which we choose or select sentence randomly from the source document. Here on the basis of length we decide which should include in summarization.

LEAD based in which we choose or select first and last sentence from paragraph based upon the compression rate (CR) It’s useful for news article.

MEAD is a centroid-based Extractive Multi summarization in which highest value of the scored sentences taken in the extract sentence. Here score is decided according to certain features-Centroid, Position and Length. Table 1 shows comparison between systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multi document summarization technique/parameter</th>
<th>Absolute class</th>
<th>Summed class</th>
<th>Sentence length</th>
<th>Similarity sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM BASED</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAD BASED</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAD BASED</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTRACTIVE MULTI GRAPH ALGORITHM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison Between Existing System And Proposed System

V. RESULT EVALUATION:

Proposed system is under development. So, after final system development it’s results will be compared with existing system. ROUGE and Manual evaluation will be done to test results.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Summarization is a process of understanding any document in short time. In this paper, new technique for multi document has proposed. In Extractive summarization using EMDS, extractive summary of multiple relevant documents is produced using various sentence features such as word class, sentence length and sentence similarity. In this paper, comparative study between proposed system and existing system is studied. Finally, results of proposed system will be compared with existing systems.
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